
Feng Schwing:  Using 
the ancient art of 
FengShui to put the 
AWESOME back in your 
intimate life.  Schwing:  
Origin: Wayne's World 

Get the Energy FLowing in Your Bedroom 

to attract a passionate intimate Life.  
Feng Shwing is the Ancient art of balancing 
energies in a room to restore 
your sex life or make it even 
BETTER! When everything is in 
balance- the energy FLOWS.   
Every time I restore balance in 
my home, my office...things 
start to happen.  Why not try 
this in the bedroom..wink, wink, 
if you know know what I mean?

The Bagua is an eight 
sided map of all life areas 
and positions which relate 
to different energies in our 
lives.  Every object, smell, 
sound and color impacts 
our energy...makes sense 

When your bedroom
becomes an inviting serene sanctuary of 
balanced pure energy your sensuality wi! 
be awakened.  

***Remember if you are exhausted- that is one of the number 
one Sex killers-  so get rest first - then get Feng Schwinging! 

Feng SCHWING!

LOve
 and 
Marriage

The Bagua Map

Orient your self to 
room with door on 
this end.....

Schwing!

Are you ready to try this? 

When a room is a big mess- 
you KNOW you just don’t feel 
like going in there right?  So, 

imagine what a room that is 
perfectly Feng Schwinged could 
do for your LOVE LIFE?   
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       FUN Ideas to        
consider:  

1.  Look to establish balance on each 
side of the bed-  lighting, bedside 
tables etc.  Balance indicates equality and 
that is good for the Schwing!

2.  Jump in bed and both take a look at the 
view.  How is it?  Are you looking at 
something soothing?  If not...clear 
clutter, hang new art or adjust.  

3.  TVs in bedrooms are bad for the Feng 
SCHWING as well-  watch your Tonight 
show in the family room.

4. Enhance the love corner with 
something  beatuiful- art, a candle or a 
special lamp.  

5.   Lovely soft linens are a HUGE plus and 
invite sensuality.  Natural cotton or linen 
have idea energy.  Organic?  Could be 
even better:)

6. Consider what colors that you both feel 
say “sensual or sexy”  It might not be 
the minty grey green you so carefully 
selected-  that might be cooling down the 
HEAT too much , lol!  You don’t have to 
repaint-  but add some Deep Burgundy 
or whatever feels like PASSION to you 
in a small candle- a throw:)

To attract and keep a 
lover , let the BED rule 
your bedroom.  ~The Western 
Guide to Feng Shui, Terah Kathryn 

1.Set up a night stand and equally 
fabulous are on “the lover to be’s” side 
of the bed.  

2.Remove anything that you think 
might offend your desired lover’s 
sensibilities....consider who this 
person would be and what they would 
LOVE-simplicity?, humor?, 
glamour?, spirituality? Have a friend 
of same sex you are after inspect too!

3.Look for art, or sculpture that shows 
2 people together to draw that 
couplehood energy in.  

4.Placing a “pair” of something (not 
socks, silly!) in the love and marriage 
area is a great idea too!

5.  Be aware of any photos or stuffed 
animals etc. that might be acting as odd 
“guardians” protecting you form the 
“one” who you so want to be joining 
you:).
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Quick START Guide To Feng Schwing!
-Be sure that the door is clear- this is the MOST IMPORTANT- this is how the 
energy flows in!
-Remove all clutter, dust and any objects that you do not both consider either 
beautiful or useful.
-Orient the bed so that it faces the door (as you lie in bed you can view the doorway.  
-

For Singles looking to 

B"ING the SCHWING 
and find a LOVE":
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